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3

Queen's University is situated 
on Anishinaabe and Haudenosaunee 

Territory
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Learning outcomes
By attending this presentation, you will be able to:

1. Describe the differences between sex and gender
2. Acknowledge the importance of sex and gender 

inclusivity
3. Adopt concrete strategies to ensure sex and gender 

inclusivity in your research/clinical setting
4. Acknowledge the importance of sex/gender 

“humility” and utilize this approach in your 
interactions

5
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Biological/birth-assigned sex
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What are some thoughts you have when you 
think about “sex” in reference to one’s 

biology?
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Hormones

Anatomy 
(genital)

Chromosomes
Anatomy

(reproductive)

…Genes

9

Binary
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Biological condition of being male or female 
as determined by genes, chromosomes, 

hormones, and physical traits

11

Assumes 
alignment 
of:

Chromosomal processes

Gonadal development

Prenatal hormonal environment

Internal reproductive organ development

External genital development

Pubertal hormonal environment

…

12
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Biological condition of being male or female 
as determined by genes, chromosomes, 

hormones, and physical traits
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Assumes
alignment 
of:

Chromosomal processes

Gonadal development

Prenatal hormonal environment

Internal reproductive organ development

External genital development

Pubertal hormonal environment

…

Avoid making 
Assumptions

Recognize that variability exists,
even in biology

14
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There is a third (and fourth, and fifth, to 
infinity…) “biological” sex
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Intersex
Diversities/variations of sex development

Chromosomal variations (e.g., Klinefelter’s [XXY], Turner’s [XO])
Sex hormone variations (e.g., androgen insensitivity)
Congenital or non-congenital anatomical variations

16
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Biological condition of being male and/or 
female as determined by genes, 

chromosomes, hormones, and physical traits
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Birth-assigned sex

versus

biological sex
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Birth-assigned sex

versus

biological sex

Both are 
based on 

genital 
appearance 

at birth
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Birth-assigned sex

versus

biological sex

Both are 
based on 

genital 
appearance 

at birth
But this term 
seems to be 

interpreted as 
“deterministic”
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Birth-assigned sex

versus

biological sex

Both are 
based on 

genital 
appearance 

at birth

This term 
reflects the 

reality of how 
sex is assigned

21

Asking about sex in your research or clinical 
setting

1. Do you need this information?
2. Ask about birth-assigned sex

3. Give several options

22
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What was your sex assigned at birth?
1. Female
2. Male
3. Female, but I am intersex
4. Male, but I am intersex
5. Another sex not listed: __________
6. Do not know
7. Choose not to answer

Haupert et al., 2018

23

Why is this important?

What does it communicate to 
your participants and 

patients?

How does this make you think 
differently about sex?

What assumptions do you 
have that need to be 

expanded?

24
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Gender

25

Cultural construct describing characteristics 
related to femininity, masculinity, women, 
men, and gender-diverse individuals, and 

associated social norms
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In North America generally, gender is:

A binary concept (boy/man or girl/woman)

Closely associated with birth-assigned sex

27

In North America generally, gender is:

A binary concept (boy/man or girl/woman)

Closely associated with birth-assigned sex

This is not the case everywhere
(e.g., Dominican Republic, some Indigenous communities)
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When sex and gender are closely associated,

a person is

cis gender (usually)

29

When sex and gender are not closely 
associated,

a person’s gender identity dictates who they 
are and what labels they use

30
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Gender identity

Is personal/subjective (cannot easily “tell” just 
by looking at someone – make no 

assumptions): need to ask

Can change over time

31

Trans
+ variations

non-binary 
(enby)

DMAB/AMAB
DFAB/AFAB

man, woman
boy, girl

genderqueer
agender

two-spirit
(Indigenous only)

….

genderfluid male
female
intersex

32
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Asking about gender in your research or 
clinical setting

1. Do you need this information?
2. Ask about gender identity

3. Give several options

34
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Which best describes your current gender identity?
1. Woman
2. Man
3. Nonbinary
4. Trans
5. Agender
6. Another identity: _________
7. Do not know
8. Choose not to answer

Haupert et al., 2018

35

Other important things to ask/convey, if relevant 
to your setting

36
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pronouns
(state yours 

& 
ask theirs)

…

siblings
parents
partner
spouse

preferred 
name Using gender 

neutral 
language

37

De-gendering our language

To make our language gender neutral: eliminate reference to 
gender/sex

(avoid, for example: hi ladies, hey guys… because you might 
misgender someone)
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FEMALE

39

FEMALE

MAN

40
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FEMALE

MAN
SOMEWHAT 
MASCULINE 
WITH A HINT 
OF FEMININE 
(VOICE, BODY 

SHAPE)

41

FEMALE

MAN
SOMEWHAT 
MASCULINE 
WITH A HINT 
OF FEMININE 
(VOICE, BODY 

SHAPE)

WOMAN (OR 
LESBIAN 
WOMAN)
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Avoid making assumptions

Use their pronouns and preferred names

Mistake? Apologize and move on (and try to get 
it right!)

43

Refer to others without referring to sex/gender

Consider whether you need to use words that 
describe sex/gender as often as you do

Ask the right questions to be able to characterize 
your sample/patients

44
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In all interactions…

45

Nonjudgmental and empathic stance

Inclusive approach (when possible in research)

Collaborate with others, refer if needed, explain if they are 
not eligible

46
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Sexual/gender/cultural/etc. “humility”: ability to maintain 
an interpersonal stance that is other-oriented in relation 

to aspects of sexuality/identity/culture/etc. that are most 
important to the client (representation of and attention to 

personal expertise)

Hook et al., 2013
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Sexual/gender/cultural/etc. “humility”: ability to maintain 
an interpersonal stance that is other-oriented in relation 

to aspects of sexuality/identity/culture/etc. that are most 
important to the client (representation of and attention to 

personal expertise)

Hook et al., 2013

Curious but relevant questions

More balanced
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caroline.pukall@queensu.ca

sexlab.ca

@Qsexlab
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